A binary word u is f -free if it does not contain f as a factor. A word f is d-good if for any f -free words u and v of length d, v can be obtained from u by complementing one by one the bits of u on which u and v differ, such that all intermediate words are f -free. We say that f is good if it is d-good for any d ≥ 1. A word is bad if it is not good. The index β(f ) of f is the smallest integer d such that f is not d-good, so that β(f ) < ∞ if and only if f is bad.
Introduction
Let f be a finite binary word. Then a binary word u is called f -free if it does not contain f as a factor. For instance, 110100110 is 111-free but not 1001-free.
Let d be a positive integer. Then f is called d-good if for any f -free words u and v of length d, the following holds: u can be transformed into v by complementing one by one all the bits on which u differs from v, such that all of the new words we obtain in this process are f -free. Such a transformation will be called an f -free transformation of u to v. Clearly, if there is an f -free transformation of u to v, there is also an f -free transformation of v to u. Now, we say that f is good if it is d-good for any d ≥ 1. The word f is bad if it is not good, that is, if there exist words u and v (of the same length) for which no f -free transformation of u to v exists.
A motivation for the present study comes from isometric embeddings of graphs, as we will describe below, but the concepts and problems are of general nature which we follow here. Good and bad words were introduced in [7] as follows. For a finite binary word f , the generalized Fibonacci cube, Q n (f ), is the graph obtained from Q n by removing all vertices that contain f as a factor [5] . The classical Fibonacci cubes Γ n [4, 6] can be thus defined with Γ n = Q n (11) , and the subclass Q n (1 s ) of generalized Fibonacci cubes was studied in [8, 11] (also under the name generalized Fibonacci cubes). Now, it is easy to see that a binary word f is good if and only if
To test (say, using a computer) if a given word f is good or bad, it would be utmost useful to know whether there is a function β such that f is good as soon as f is d-good for d < β(f ). We therefore introduce the index of a word f , denoted β(f ), as the smallest integer d for which f is not d-good. If no such integer exists we set β(f ) = ∞. Clearly, β(f ) < ∞ if and only if f is bad.
To the best of our knowledge, these concepts and problems were not studied earlier, except in [7] . However, numerous other operations on (binary) words have been investigated. One such operation is a prefix reversal, see [3] , where it has been in particular proved that the prefix reversal distance between two arbitrary binary strings is NP-hard. Another example is the paper [2] where operations are presented that preserve primitivity of words. For the general theory on combinatorics on words and their applications, see the books [9] and [10] , respectively.
We proceed as follows. In the rest of this section remaining necessary definitions are given. In the next section we first prove that the index of any bad word f is smaller than |f | 2 . Then we demonstrate that the index of almost all bad words f is smaller than 2|f | and conjecture that this is eventually true for all bad word. Then, in Section 3, we consider the words that are 2-good but are not good. An infinite family of such words is constructed. Each of these words contains exactly two 1s and we conjecture that among such words, the constructed are the only words that are bad and 2-good. Computer support for the two conjectures is also provided.
Let B = {0, 1} and call elements of B bits. An element of B d is called a binary word (or simply a word) of length d. A word u ∈ B d will be written in the coordinate form as u = u 1 u 2 . . . u d . The i-th unit word, that is, the word with 1 in coordinate i and 0 elsewhere, will be denoted with e (i) . We will use the product notation for words meaning concatenation, for example, 1 d means 11 . . . 1, the word of length d. A word f is a factor of a word x if f appears as a sequence of |f | consecutive bits of x. For a word f , b k (f ) denotes the prefix of f of length k and e k (f ) its suffix of the same length k.
Bounding the index of a word
As announced, we first prove that the index of a word can be bounded by the square of its length:
Proof. Let d = β(f ) and let u and v be words of length d such that there is no f -free transformation of u to v. We may assume that u and v are different in the smallest number, say r, of bits among all such pairs of words.
Consider the following directed graph
As an example, Fig Let i 1 , . . . , i r be the coordinates in which u and v differ. The word u + e (i j ) contains f as a factor for j = 1, . . . , r. Indeed, otherwise
, a contradiction to the minimality of r.
For j = 1, . . . , r, let f (i j ) be a copy of f that appears as a factor in u + e (i j ) and let f (i j ) be the subword of u from which f (i j ) is obtained by complementing the i-th bit.
Note that each f (i j ) has a common coordinate with at least one f (i j ′ ) , where j ′ = j, because otherwise v would contain f as a factor. Observe also that u is covered with
, that is, in each coordinate u intersects with at least one of the f (i j ) . Indeed, otherwise d would not be the index of f .
Consider now the subdigraph X of D f induced by vertices f (i j ) , j = 1, . . . , r. For example, for f = 1100 and vertices u = 1110100 and v = 1101000, the subdigraph is induced by vertices 1110, 1101, and 0100.
Suppose first that the words f (i j ) , j = 1, . . . , r, are pairwise different. Then r ≤ |f | and since u is covered with the
Assume next that two among the words f (i j ) are equal. Then X contains a directed cycle, say C = f 1 → f 2 → · · · → f s → f 1 . Construct new vertices u ′ and v ′ with smaller length by removing the path f 2 → · · · → f s → f 1 . Clearly, u ′ and v ′ differ in less bits than u and v, which is a contradiction. Therefore, X does not contain directed cycles and d < r · |f | ≤ |f | 2 .
We could define also the edge weights in digraph: the weight of the directed edge (f ′ , f ′′ ) is the largest number k such that e k (f ′ ) = b k (f ′′ ). Since each vertex is represented by the path in digraph D f , for each bad word f its index corresponds to the directed path lengths in D f . We also remark that we could further refine the β(f ) < |f | 2 bound by considering the intersection of every two consecutive vertices from D, but it would be still quadratic. On the other hand, we can do much better with high probability: Theorem 2.2 For almost all bad words, β(f ) < 2|f |.
Proof. If b k (f ) and e k (f ) agree in all but r positions, then f has an r-error overlap of length k. If f has an r-error overlap for some length k then we simply say that f has an r-error overlap. We also say that f is a stutter if f has an r-error overlap of length k, where r ≤ 2 and k ≥ n 2 . In [7] it was proved that the proportion of stutters among all words of length n tends to zero when n → ∞. Moreover, asymptotically close to 92% of all words are bad. It follows from these two facts that the proportion of stutters among all bad words of length n also tends to zero when n → ∞. Hence, the theorem will be proved if we show that the index of any bad word f that is not a stutter is less that 2|f |.
Suppose therefore that f is a bad word but not a stutter. Since f is bad, a theorem of [7] guarantees that f has a 2-error overlap. Let k be the length of a 2-error overlap and let , and let v be the concatenation of b n−k (f ) with f + e (j) , see Fig. 2 again. Clearly, u and v disagree in positions n − k + i and n − k + j. Now consider the words u ′ = u + e (n−k+i) and v ′ = u + e (n−k+j) . Observe that u ′ contains f as its suffix of length n and that v ′ contains f as its prefix of length n. Because f is not a stutter and k < n/2 we conclude that none of u ′ and v ′ is f -free. Hence v cannot be obtained from u by an f -free transformation. Since d < 2n, we conclude that β(f ) < 2n.
We note that Theorem 2.2 is implicit in [7] . Based on this theorem and computer experiments we close the section with: Conjecture 2.3 For any bad word f , β(f ) < 2|f |.
On words that are bad and 2-good
Another look at the proof of Theorem 2.2 reveals that in the case when f is not a stutter, there exist words w and w ′ of length d = 2|f | − k (where k is the length of a 2-error overlap) demonstrating that f is not 2-good. In other words, any bad word that is not a stutter is not even 2-good. In view of Conjecture 2.3 one might be tempted that this is the case for all bad words, that is, as soon as a word is bad, it is not 2-good. That this is not the case is demonstrated with the following result:
is a 2-good, bad word.
Proof. We first show that f is not 3-good. Set d = 7(2 r − 1) and consider the words None of these three words is f -free, hence f is not 3-good. So f is bad.
To complete the proof we need to show that f is 2-good. Assume on the contrary that there exist two f -free words u and v of length at least |f | = 2 r+2 that differ in two bits, but there is no f -transformation of u to v. Let i and j be the positions in which u and v differ, where i < j. It follows that both words u ′ = u + e (i) and u ′′ = u + e (j) contain f as a factor. Denote the factor f of u ′ with f ′ and the factor f of v ′ with f ′′ . Let factors f ′ and f ′′ start from positions k ′ and k ′′ , respectively. Assume that k ′ < k ′′ , the case when k ′′ < k ′ is treated analogously. Note that f ′ and f ′′ must have some common indices because otherwise v would contain f as a factor. In other words, k ′ < k ′′ ≤ k ′ + 2 r+2 . Note that the common indices of f ′ and f ′′ are from the segment
Both indices i and j belong to the segment S. Indeed, if i is not from S, then v would contain f ′′ = f as a factor. Similarly, u would contain f ′ = f as a factor if j would not be from S.
Consider the word f = 0 2 r+1 10 2 r −1 10 2 r −1 ; its first half is composed of 0s and its two 1s are on the positions But now u contains the factor 0 2 r+1 00 2 r−1 10 2 r −1 10 2 r −1 10 2 r −1 , a contradiction since we assumed that u is f -free.
For the special case r = 0 (that is, f = 0011) of Theorem 3.1 it was earlier [5] proved that 0011 is a bad word.
The 2-good (and bad) words from Theorem 3.1 contain precisely two 1s. On the other hand, many such words are not 2-good:
Note first u and v differ in two bits. In addition, we claim that they are f -free. Indeed, If u would contain f as a factor, then the factor must contain the first two 1s, but this is impossible as k ≤ t − s − 2. Similarly, suppose v contains f as a factor. As we already know that u does not contain f as a factor, the factor f in v cannot contain the first two 1s. But the factor also cannot contain the last two 1s since k = s. This proves the claims. The words that differ from u in the two bits in which u differs from v are Clearly, w contains f . Moreover, the same also holds for w ′ because k ≥ r. (Actually w ′ is not f -free if and only if k ≥ r because if w ′ contains f as a factor, then the factor contains the last two bits of 1 of w ′ , which occurs exactly when k ≥ r.) Hence f is not 2-good.
By the symmetry, the same conclusion can also be made for words f = 0 r 10 s 10 t with r ≥ s + t + 3.
Recall that by Theorem 3.1, the word 00001010 is 2-good. On the other hand, Proposition 3.2 and the above remark imply that the word 000001010 (obtained by s = t = 1, r = 5) is not 2-good. These two words show that there is a very thin line between being 2-good and not being 2-good.
We also conclude this section with a conjecture. It is motivated by Theorem 3.1 and computer experiments.
Conjecture 3.3 Let f be a bad word that contains exactly two 1s. Then f is 2-good if and only if f = 0 2 r+1 10 2 r −1 10 2 r −1 (or its reverse) for some r ≥ 0.
Computational results
For each length 3 ≤ r ≤ 10 we generated all binary words of length r (reverse words and complements are excluded) and calculated the index of these words by considering all possible words of lengths d, r ≤ d ≤ 20. For each word f and dimension d we constructed generalized Fibonacci cube Q d (f ) and then ran breadth first search algorithm from each vertex of a cube in order to determine the distance matrix and check the embeddability of Q d (f ) in the hypercube Q d . In Table 1 the computational results for words with exactly two 1s are presented.
The table needs some comments. The words that were recognized as bad and for which the index was computed, clearly support Conjecture 2.3. Among them, only the word 0011 attains the conjectured upper bound: let f = 0011, then β(f ) = 7 = 2|f | − 1. It was proved in [5] that for any s ≥ 2, the word 1 s 01 s 0 is good, and that for any s ≥ 1, the word (10) s is good. These two results cover all the good words from the table except the four words with "(?)" attached to them. These are the words 0001001, 0001010, 000010010, and 000010001. Each of them is a stutter, so we cannot use the proof of Theorem 2.2 to conclude that they are good. However, it follows from our computations that either each of them is good or Conjecture 2.3 is false. Note also that the obtained results support Conjecture 3.3.
We also designed an O(|f | 4 ) algorithm for checking whether a given binary word f is 2-good. If f is not 2-good, then there exist two words v and u which differ on two places i and j, such that v + e (i) contains f as a prefix and v + e (j) contains f as a suffix. This means that we can try to overlap two copies of f such that b k (f ) and e k (f ) differ on exactly zero or two places (see Fig. 2 ), where k is the number of bits in the intersection of two copies of f . That is, in order to construct possible words u and v to demonstrate that f is not 2-good, we will consider cases when b k (f ) and e k (f ) differ on exactly zero or two places.
If the number of differences is two, we can construct the words u and v by changing the bits on i-th and j-th position, respectively. Finally, if v and u do not contain f as a subword, it follows that f is not 2-good. If the number of differences is zero, we need to traverse all pairs (i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, construct the words u and v as above and check whether u and v contain f as a subword.
For searching the occurrences of f in the words u and w we use the Knuth-MorrisPratt string searching algorithm [1] . KMP algorithm searches for occurrences of a word w within a main text string s by employing the observation that when a mismatch occurs, the word w itself embodies sufficient information to determine where the next match in s could begin. The running time of this algorithm is linear O(|w| + |s|), which is optimal in the worst case sense. Pseudo code of this approach is shown below as Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1: Determining whether a word f is 2-good.
